
INFORMATION

FOR PARENTS
 

Changing the activity for different ages or
abilities.
Using a Carroll Diagram can be used to help pre-school

children to distinguish between colours and shapes

however it is normally introduced in Year 2 of the

curriculum.  It can be a way to reinforce the vocabulary

and help your child to develop their reasoning - for

example, if you ask your child why they put a particular

object in a column they may respond "because it is red

and is a square".  This could add a little more challenge

for your child if they are easily able to sort using a Euler

or Venn diagram.  If this is too tricky - why not try our

Sorting Diagrams - Venn Diagrams activity.

 

Key Stage 1 children will begin to understand that

objects often share properties.  At this stage, you can

introduce the Carroll Diagram using the activity

opposite.  This can be used as a stand alone lesson

around Carroll Diagrams or, once your child is familiar

with a this type of diagram, it can be used to explore

properties of different objects, shapes etc.  You could

even use it in other lessons such as history and

geography - see the examples opposite.

 

For Key Stage 2 and older, you could set up a Carroll

Diagram and give them a range of objects.  Allow them

to come up with the criteria for sorting.  Ask them to

explain their reasoning - were there any objects that

didn't fit into their criteria?  Did they use the yes/no type

questions?   Challenge your child to create a Carroll

Diagram for a different subject, e.g. music, that they can

use with their class when they return to school.

 

This activity can be used in all subjects in order to sort

objects, facts, people, locations and many more things!

 

Vocabulary
Carroll diagram    sorting    criteria    compare    

most common    least common

 

SORTING

DIAGRAMS 2

masking tape
objects to sort (these can be everyday
objects)
paper
pencil/pen

Using the masking tape, draw out a grid with 3 rows
and 3 columns.  In the left-hand side column - in the
second and third row, write labels for the critieria you
will be sorting the objects according to.  An example
might be:  Row 2 - Is edible,  Row 3 - Is not edible. 
 Across the top row, at the top of the second and
third column, add labels for a different set of
properties e.g. Is red, Is not red.
Give your child objects to sort into the grid in the
correct row and column.  Your child will have to think
about both sets of criteria in order to successfully sort
them.
Challenge your child to think of different properties of
objects that you can sort into a Carroll Diagram. 
 They will need to enable the person to sort in a
yes/no fashion.  Some examples are:
Is a sqaure/Is not  square
Is an animal/Is not an animal
Is a Greek god/Is not a Greek god
Is a chocolate bar/Is not a chocolate bar
Is a right angle/Is not a right angle
Is a metamorphic rock/Is not a metamorphic rock.

You will need:

 

 
Activity - Sorting using a Carroll
Diagram
1.

2.

3.
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